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LPKF Introduces Reusable Stencil Frame
November 2008, Tualatin, OR – The ZelFlex Protect is a high-quality reusable stencil frame system that
saves time and money. Frameless stencils can be mounted directly into the frame system without the need
of glue or mesh. Uniform tension is applied through a unique air bladder system that provides continuous
tension in all direction without the need of having a permanent air connection.

Traditional framed stencils have many disadvantages. The mesh relaxes and the tension changes; each
stencil is mounted at a different angle to the frame; the frame takes up a significant amount of storage space
old style frames use epoxy and must be recycled. The ZelFlex Protect Reusable Stencil Frame system is
cost effective and environmentally friendly alternative to glued stencil frames.

If not in use the stencil foil can be stored as a flat sheet, requiring much less storage space than a framed
stencil. The ZelFlex edge protection can stay on the stencil to allow safe handling and quick changeover.
Changing a stencil takes only 30 seconds or less. ZelFlex Protect comes in industry standard form factors
and is compatible with virtually any stencil printer in the industry. The frame system has an outer dimension
of 23” x 23” and a total thickness of only 1”.
About LPKF
LPKF Laser & Electronics is the world leading manufacturer of both mechanical and laser systems for the
production of PCB prototypes, enjoying over 80% market share in the business segment. LPKF’s worldwide
headquarters is located in Garbsen, Germany and maintains North American headquarters in Tualatin, OR.
More information is available at LPKF’s web site: www.lpkfusa.com
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